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We show the consistency of the log-periodogram estimate of the long memory parameter for 
long range dependent linear, non necessarily Gaussian, time series when we make a pooling of 
periodogram ordinates. Then, we study the asymptotic behaviour of the tapered periodogram of 
long range dependent time series for frequencies near the origino Final!y, we obtain the asymptotic 
distribution of the log-periodogram estimate for possibly non-Gaussian observations when we use 
the tapered periodogram. For that result we rely on higher order asymptotic properties of a vector 
of periodogram ordinates of the linear innovations. 




Long memory or long range dependent observations have been found in many fields of research (e.g. 
Robinson (1994c), Beran (1994)). In this paper we consider semiparametric statistical inference for long 
range stationary dependent time series. In particular we concentrate on the semiparametric estimate 
of the memory parameter based on the regression on the logarithm of the periodogram at Fourier 
frequencies close to the origino This estimate, proposed initially by Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983), 
has been very popular among practitioners because of its intuitive and computational appeal. However, 
properties of maximum likelihood methods have been analyzed extensively for parametric models of long 
range dependence (see, for example, Fox and Taqqu (1986) and Dahlhaus (1989)), obtaining equivalent 
efficiency results to the weak dependence situation. This approach involves a complete specification 
of the dynamics of the process. If we are only interested in the estimation of long range dependence 
characteristics, semiparametric and nonparametric set-ups are robust against any misspecification of 
the short mn behaviour of the time series. 
Semiparametric models for long memory focus on sorne properties of the autocovariance sequence 
(hyperbolic decay) or of the spectral density (singularity at the zero frequency). They are semipara­
metric because they do not make explicit assumptions on the behaviour of the autocovariances at short 
lags or on the spectral density apart from the origino 
We set our conditions in the frequency domain in terms of the spectral density since they are much 
more neat and cover a broader range of possibilities. We will assume that the spectral density satisfies 
as >. -7 0+, (1) 
where d E (O, ~) is the self similar parameter that governs the degree of strong dependence of the series. 
This is the interval of values of d for which the series exhibits long range dependence and is stationary. 
The basis for the log-periodogram estimate is the linear relationship implicit in expression (1) between 
the spectral density and the frequency in log-log coordinates with slope -2d 
Robinson (1994a, 1995a and 1995b) and Lobato and Robinson (1996) have used similar assumptions 
to the ones we employ here to study the asymptotic behaviour of several semiparametric estimates of 
d. Robinson (1995a) justified a modified version of the procedure proposed by Geweke and Porter­
Hudak (1983), including multivariate and pooled periodogram versions. He proved the consistency and 
asymptotic normality of this estimate for Gaussian vector time series. In this paper we extend his 
consistency results for linear processes not necessarily Gaussian. To obtain an asymptotically normal 
estimate we need to taper the data to reduce the leakage in the periodogram ordinates from the zero 
frequency pole and we need t0 ~aol the contribution for several adjacent frequencies in order to obtain 
a better behaved regressors. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present our main assumptions and defi­
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nitions and discuss related references. In Section 3 we obtain the consistency of the log-periodogram 
estimate of d. The effects of tapering are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the asymptotic 
normality of the estimate of d when we used the tapered periodogram. Finally, we report the results of 
a brief simulation exercise centred on the tapering and pooling techniques analyzed. All the proofs are 
given in several appendices at the end of the papero 
Assumptions and definitions 
Let {Xt, t = 1,2, ...} be a covariance stationary process with spectral density satisfying (1). Given 
an observable sequence X t , t = 1, ... , N, we introduce the discrete Fourier transform at the frequency 
Aj = 27fj/N, j integer, 
N 
W(Aj) = (27fN)-1/2 I:Xteit>'j, 
t=l 
and the periodogram 
Define for J = 1,2, ... , fixed, and some positive integers eand m (assuming (m - e)/J integer), 
y,CJ) = log (t. 1(.",+;-J )) k ~ I + J, e+ 2J, ... , m. 
The estimate considered in Robinson (1995a) is 
where A" = z" - z, z = {J/ (m-e)} I:k Zk and z" = - 2log Ak. Here m is an integer smaller than N and 
eis a user-chosen trimming number. In the asymptotics both numbers tend to infinity with the sample 
size N, but more slowly. We suppress in the notation reference to N or J. 
We could substitute the (pooled) periodogram by non-parametric smoothed consistent estimates of 
the spectral density as was done in Velasco (1997). However, when we consider in ;¡ fixed averages of 
the periodogram the analysis is much more complicated than in that situation. Here, we have to deal 
with the logarithm of a random variable which is not converging asymptotically to any constant and 
which can take values arbitrarily close to zero. Non-linear functions (the logarithm in particular) of the 
periodogram of stationary sequences have been considered under different set-ups (see e.g. Hannan and 
Nicholls (1977), Taniguchi (1979), Chen and Hannan (1980), von Sachs (1994a), Janas and von Sachs 
(1993), Robinson (1995a) and Comte and Hardouin, (1995a and 1995b), and the references given there). 
These works assume Gaussianity to obtain the main results, except Chen and Hannan, and Janas and 
von Sachs, who work with a linear process condition. 
These last two references use higher order properties of the asymptotic distribution of the peri­
odogram. Janas and von Sachs mainly apply the results for weakly dependent sequences of G6tze and 
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Hipp (1983), making almost impossible to relax their assumptions for long range dependence situations. 
Instead, the approach of Chen and Hannan (1980) is based in the factorization of the periodogram of 
the observable sequence in the transfer function of the linear filter, times the periodogram of the inde­
pendent and identically distributed (LLd.) innovations, plus a stochastic error termo The magnitude of 
this error depends on the smoothness of the spectral density and on the number of moments assumed 
for the innovations. Obviously the conditions they assumed, (E lil61ajl < 00, 8 > ~, see Assumption 3 
below), rule out any long memory behaviour or any singularity in the spectral density of X t , but their 
results are based mainly on the properties of the periodogram of the LLd. innovations sequence, for 
which we assume the same set of conditions as in their Theorem 2 (see Assumption 4 below). 
A related approach is used by Comte and Hardouin in a long-memory environment but assuming 
Gaussianity. We use one idea of them to avoid a modification of the estimate of d in the same spirit 
as the one Chen and Hannan (1980) proposed for a different statistic to account for too small values 
of 1(>"j)/I(>"j). Here, instead of redefining the periodogram with a truncation, we use an average of 
periodogram ordinates. Then we can use their higher order asymptotic approach and the long range 
dependence results of Robinson (1995b) to approximate the periodogram of X t by that of the linear 
U.d. innovations times the long memory transfer function. 
Tukey (1967) proposed tapering as an effective bias reduction technique for spectral inference to 
avoid leakage from remote frequencies. Under additional smoothness conditions on the behaviour of 
the spectral density at the origin, we study the asymptotic effect of tapering the data previously to 
calculate the periodogram. We obtain the asymptotic normality of the estimate dbased on the tapered 
periodogram. Von Sachs (1994a) and Janas and von Sachs (1993) used also tapering for non linear 
functions of the periodogram, but their results do not apply to long memory time series. Robinson 
(1986), Dahlhaus (1988) and Hurvich and Ray (1995), among others, have proposed this technique to 
reduce the bias of several statistics when a possible nonstationary behaviour of the observed time series 
is suspected. 
Now we introduce sorne assumptions about the behaviour of the spectral density around the origin, 
following Robinson (1995a and 1995b), but not considering negative values of d. Later we will strengthen 
these assumptions to obtain further results. 
Assumption 1 X t is covariance stationary and as >.. -t 0+, 
with d E [O, ~), a E (0,2] and 0< G < oo. 
Assumption 2 In a neighbourhood (O, e) 01 the origin, 1(>") is differentiable and 
as >.. -t 0+. 
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These conditions are standard in long memory research and are satisfied with a = 2 by fractional 
ARIMA models, for which 
where (12 > Oand a and b are polynomials of finite degree having no zeros in or on the unit circle, and 
by the fractional noise model with autocovariance sequence given by 
j=±1,±2, ... 
Instead of Gaussianity we introduce a fourth order stationary linear process condition, with filter coef­
ficients compatible with Assumptions 1 and 2: 
Assumption 3 X t satisfies 
00 00
X t =L ajft_j, La; < 00, 
j=O j=O 
We assume zero mean for the series X t without loss of generality, since we are omitting the pe­
riodogram at zero frequency in the definition of d. Four bounded moments are enough for all our 
consistency results. We introduce the next assumption following Chen and Hannan (1980): 
Assumption 4 The ft in Assurnption 3 are i.i.d., with chamcteristicfunction Q(B) =E[éo<t] satisfying 
sup IQ(B)I = J(Bo) < 1, Wo > O, and 
lol~oo
1: IQ(BWdB < 00, Jor sorne integer p> 1. 
The conditions of Assumption 4 are needed to prove the validity of an asymptotic approximation 
in Lemma 5 for the probability density af the diserete Fourier transform of the innovations ft. The 
first line is a Cramér condition. The second condition is used to approximate the probability density 
and it \Vould. not be necessary to approximate the probability distribution function. It implies that the 
probability distribution of ft has a bounded continuous density (see, for example, Thearem 3 in p. 509 
of Feller (1971)). 
Consistency 
In this section we will consider the estimate d when finite averages (for J fixed) of the periodogram of 
X t are used under the linear process condition of Assumption 3. As we commented in the Introduction, 
the consistency proof is based on the approximation of the logarithm of the periodogram of X t by that 
of ft, times the transfer functian la(>.)I2. This approximation will depend on the properties of the 
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filter {Oj} and on the distribution of the linear innovations Et. Special care is needed because of the 
singularity of the logarithm function at the origino 
In the proofs we are able only to deal with the case J 2: 2. The reason of this limitation is the 
following. To approximate the periodogram of X t by that of Et we need to consider the inverse moments 
of the periodogram of Et at the frequencies considered. The average of J periodogram ordinates of an 
i.i.d sequence will be asymptotically distributed as a X~J (up to constants). The key point is that if 
Z '" X~J' E[Z-l] < 00 for J 2: 2 (see Lemma 1 below). Of course, to approximate the moments of a 
random variable we need something more that its asymptotic distribution. That is why we approximate 
the probability density of the Fourier transform of Et and the regularity conditions on Assumption 4. 
We conjecture that a related argument can be used to construct a proof for J = 1. 
We introduce sorne more notation. Write lj = I(Aj) and Ji = f(Aj), and for the periodogram of 
the Et sequence, Id = lE (Aj). Let J be a given, fixed, integer greater than or equal to 2. Define 
J 




I'k =¿ l',k+j-J k = f + J, f + 2J, ... , m. 
j=l 
We suppress the dependence on J in the notation Ik and I'k. 
Lemma 1 Under Assumption 4 , for J 2: 2, k -¡:. °(mod N), 
We will make direct use of sorne results of Robinson (1995a and 1995b) to analyze the characteristics 
of the linear filter O(A) under Assumptions 1 and 2. We can write, following Comte and Hardouin (1995a 
and 1995b), 
- - ( Ok)logh = logfk + log271"1,k + log(l + Fk) + log 1 + H ' (2) 
k 
where 
'Ef=l IE,k+j-J [fk+j-J - fk] 
IEk fk 
J 
= ¿ 271" l',k+j-J fk+j-J 
j=l 
I k - H k • 
We are interested in bound in probability the last two terms in equation (2), but first we prove a 
lemma that allows us to takelog¡; ofI'k (and therefore of1k) and to divide by I'k' 




Then we have for eincreasing with N, 
Lemma 3 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
k =e+ J, e+ 2J, ... , m. 




) ([IOg m] 1/2)log 1+ H =Op -k- , k =e+ J, e+ 2J, ... , m. 
After this series of lemmas, we are in conditions of proving the consistency of dfor linear, possibly 
non-Gaussian, series under conditions 3 and 4. First, we introduce the fol1owing condition on the 
bandwidth numbers. 
Assumption 5 As N ~ 00, 
log m e(log N? m log m (log N)2
-e- + m + N + m ~ O. 
This assumption is almost minimal given the structure of the estimate d. Then our first result is 
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, with J ~ 2, d~ p d. 
The asymptotic distribution of the estimate is of evident interest, but the previous results are not 
enough for that. First, it is necessary to improve the approximation results between the periodogram 
ordinates of the observables and of the innovations. Then, a centrallimit theorem has to be proved for 
the random variable 
that appears in the proof of Theorem 1. In the next section we propose tapering as a way of obtaining 
the aboye mentioned approximation and then we will investigate the asymptotic distribution of d. 
Tapered discrete Fourier transform 
In the previ¿us section, we had obtained the consistency of the estimate with a pooling of periodogram 
ordinates. However, the bias of the periodogram makes impossible to obtain the asymptotic distribution 
from the proof of Theorem 1, unless we translate the regression to frequencies Aj, e+ 1 ::; j ::; e+ m, 
with mie~ O. Similar problem was observed for Gaussian series under stronger conditions by Comte 
and Hardouin (1995b, Propositions 1 and 3). 
Tapering the data is a wel1 known method to reduce the leakage in the periodogram from other 
frequencies, and in this case it is a very effective way of reducing the bias of the periodogram. We will 
need to strengthen Assumptions 1 and 2 on f to use these properties of tapering as in Assumption 3 of 
Robinson (1994b), with 1 < a ::; 2: 
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Assumption 6 Further to Assumptions 1 and 2, de7J.Q.ting g(A) = GA-2d , we assume, for some O< 
OI < 00, that as A -t 0+, 
f(A) = 1 + E . AOI + O(AOI ) 1 < a ~ 2.g(A) 01 
Assumption 6 is satisfied with a = 2 by the fractional ARIMA and fractional noise models. This 
condition is equivalent to assume that f(A) = g(A)h(A), with h(O) = 1 and where h is differentiable 
with derivative in Lip(a-1) for 1 < a ~ 2. 
Therefore this assumption will be satisfied at frequencies Aj = 21rj IN, j = 1,2, ... , m, for N big 
enough. Then, for frequencies IAI ~ Aj 12, we can expand f in this way: 
(3) 
where the derivative of f satisfies l'(Aj) = 0(Aj2d-l). This can be seen heuristically in the following 
way: making a Taylor expansion of f around Aj, we are led to study the difference for 101 ~ 1 and 
(4) 
Now, as we can write f' = h'9 + g' h, this is not bigger than the sum of the differences (taking O= 1 to 
simplify notation, w.l.o.g.) 
Ih'(Aj - A)g(Aj - A) - h'(Aj)g(Aj)/ (5) 
+ Ih(Aj - A)g' (Aj - A) - h(Aj )g' (Aj) I, (6) 
times IAI. First, (5) is bounded by 
and using the mean value theorem and that for these values of A, 9 = 0(Aj2d), g' = 0( Aj2d-l), 
g" = 0(Aj2d-2), h = 0(1), h' = O(Aj-l), and Ih'(Aj - A) - h'(Aj)1 = O(IAIOI-l), this is bounded by 
since a E (1,2]. Similarly, (6) is bounded by 
and this is 
Then (4) is easily seen now as O(Aj2d-0I AOI ), multiplying the last two bounds by A. 
We will consider the full cosine bell or hanning taper, as suggested by Hurvich and Ray (1995) for a 
related problem. A generalization of the following results is ready available for any smooth data taper, 
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but the hanning tapering has sorne desirable features that we will use latero Tapering allows us to reduce 
the bias of the periodogram for frequencies close to the origin if we assume a spectral density smooth 
enough at these frequencies (Le., a > 1 in Assumption 6). AIso, since the tapered Fourier transform 
can be written down as a linear combination of three (plain) Fourier transforms, we can still use Chen 
and Hannan (1980) results as before, with minor modifications. 
The tapered discrete Fourier transform is 
where ht = !(1- cos[211"t/N]) , and the sum ofthe squared taper weights is L h; = 3N/8. This is cal1ed 
the asymmetric version of the cosine bel1 by Percival and Walden (1993, p. 325). The usual discrete 
Fourier transform w(>.) is obtained setting ht == 1, \:It. 
Then, we can write (see Bloomfield (1976, pp. 80-84) or Percival and Walden (1993, pp. 325-326)), 
2 ~ j ~ N - 2 the tapered Fourier transform at >'j as a linear combination of the usual Fourier transform 
at the frequencies >'j, >'j-1 and >'j+1, 
The spectral kernel for the tapered periodogram, corresponding to Fejér kernel J{(>') for raw the 
periodogram, is 
where 
1 {2 1 1}
H j (>') = J6 sin[(>'j - >')/2] - sin[(>'j_1 - >')/2] - sin[(>'j+1 - >')/2] , 
and DT (>.) is the equivalent of the Dirichlet kernel D(>') in the non tapered case. Obviously 
As a con~equence, the tapered Fourier transform will not be uncorrelated, even asymptotical1y, for 
Fourier frequencies which are less than twice >'1 = 211"/N away, since otherwise in both transforms there 
is a common component. For that reason we will only consider frequencies >'j and >'k such that k < j -2, 
which we may expect to be uncorrelated, as in the general case. However, tapering will al10w us to 
obtain much more neat results than previously, special1y for the expectation of the periodogram, using 
expansion (3). 
These improved characteristics derive from the fol1owing properties of J{T. It can be seen, that 
J{T (>.) is even, positive, integrates to one and satisfies (see, e.g., Bloomfield (1976) or Hannan (1970, 
p. 265)): 
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• SUP~,N IKT(A)I = O(N) . 
• SUP~,N IKT(A)I = O(N-5 IAI-6 ). 
These properties follow from the fact that SUP~.N IDT(A)I = O(min {N,N-2IAI-3}). In words, the 
tails of KT are less thicker than those of the non-tapered Fejér kernel K, but the centrallobe is much 
wider. As both integrate to one, there is a trade off between the behaviour of the kernels at the origin 
and at the tails. 
Prom the second property of KT, the tapered periodogram will have improved asymptotic properties 
with respect to the usual periodogram, since the tails of the kernel K T (A) decrease much faster with 
the frequency and with the sample size than the tails of Fejér kernel. Therefore, we will be able to 
reduce the bias of the periodogram on the tails, even for frequencies close to a singularity. 
As we have seen, tapering destroys the orthogonality relations between Fourier transforms at different 
frequencies if they are too close. However, using the properties of the Dirichlet kernel D(A), have that, 
for 3 ::; j + k ::; N - 3, i: DT(Aj - A)DT(A + Ak)dA =O. (7) 
In fact, this property holds for D(A) for 1 ::; j + k::; N - 1, but will not hold for any frequencies Aj and 
Ak and general taper weighting schemes. 
We now present the equivalent ofTheorem 2 of Robinson (199Sa) for the (univariate) tapered Fourier 
transformo Define VT(A) = WT (A)/(G1/ 2 A-d ). 
Theorem 2 Under Assumption 6 [1 < a ::; 2J, lor any sequenee 01 positive integers j = j(N) and 
k = k (N) sueh that 2 ::; k < j + 2 ::; N - 2 and j / N -+ O as N -+ 00, 
(a) E[VT(Aj)VT(Aj)] = 1 + O (j-a + [j/Nt), 
(b) E[VT(Aj)VT(Aj)] = O (j-4), 
(e) E[VT(Aj)VT(Ak)] =O (k-1), 
(d) E[vT(.'\)VT(Ak)] =O (k-1). 
Comparing with Robinson's results for the expectation of the periodogram, in (a) we have improved 
the bound from O(logj/j) to O(j-a) for 1 < a ::; 2. This is the main bias reduction gain. The 
magnitude of this bound is determined by Assumption 6, and depends on the tapering, which makes 
all the other contributions of smaller order. This is the reason why we have such an improved bound in 
part (b). This improvement will be fundamental to approximate the (tapered and pooled) periodogram 
of the X t sequence by the transfer function IC:(A)I times the periodogram of the innovations. 
However, the bounds in Theorem 2 do not improve substantially for the correlations between Fourier 
transforms at different frequencies (just by a logarithm factor), since the frequencies can be arbitrarily 
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close and tapering will not afIect substantially the asymptotic behaviour of the periodogram there. 
Improved bounds are possible directly from the proof of the theorem if we consider the difIerence 
Ij - kl· 
Asymptotic distribution 
In this section we derive the asymptotic distribution of d, for J ~ 2, when we use the tapered peri­
odograms. First we need to modify the definition of the estimate in this way: define for J = 1,2, ... , 
fixed, (assuming (m - f)/(3J) integer), 
k = f + 3J, f + 6J, ... ,m. 
where 
and 
The reason for these definitions is immediate from the discussion in the previous sections. We consider 
a pooling or J tapered periodogram ordinates, and though each of the tapered Fourier transform is a 
linear combination of the Fourier transform at three adjacent frequencies, with this definition of (jI' we 
secure the asymptotic uncorrelatedness of I T (>'k) and asymptotic independence of the regressors yk(T,J) 
at different frequencies. 
Let us introduce the following condition concerning the bandwidth numbers: 
Assumption 7 As N --+ 00, 
2a1 f(logN)2 ml+ 1/ logNlogm
f + m + N + m(a-l)/2 --+ O. 
The basic difIerent with respect to Assumption 6 of Robinson (1995a) is the first condition (just 
f --+ (0): we only need the trimming number f to increase as slow as we want, since from our Theorem 2 
we can control the bias of the periodogram for closer frequencies to the origin thanks to tapering. Then, 
we present our main result: 
Theorem 3 Under Assumptions 3, 4, 6, and 7, if ft has moments of all orders, J ~ 2, 
1m / 2 ((jI' _ d) --+d N(O, 3: 'ljJ'(J)), 
where 'ljJ' (x) = dd., 'ljJ(x) = d~ log r(x) is the digamma function. 
The proof of the theorem is based on the method of moments. Although for the estimation of the 
moments of the logarithm of each of the innovations (pooled and tapered) periodogram ordinates we 
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only require four bounded moments of ft (three could ~uffice for sorne applications), this is not enough 
to approximate the moments of a normalized infinite average of such periodogram logarithms. Our 
moment assumption is then used to approximate with enough degree of accuracy those moments by 
means of Edgeworth expansions for the probability density of the Fourier transformo 
For the asymptotic normality proof we do not use any special properties of tapering or pooling the 
periodogram, apart from an approximation equivalent to Lemma 4 (pooling) and Theorem 2 (tapering). 
These two devices are used to improve the approximations and behaviour of the periodogram of the 
long range dependent time series. Possibly, under stronger conditions on the dependence of the process 
X t and(or its distribution one or both of these techniques could be dispensed with. 
Simulation work 
In this section we present a limited simulation exercise to analyze the techniques of tapering and pooling 
in the log-periodogram estimate for non-Gaussian data. To that end we simulate 5000 series following 
an ARFIMA(O, d, O) model, and innovations with a ts distribution, which only has four moments, so 
Theorem 1 holds, but not Theorem 3. We report only the results for d = .45, the conclusions being 
similar for other values in the interval (O, ~). We use for the simulations a modification of the function 
arima. fracdiff. sim included in the package SPLUS. 
The sample size is N = 512 and the bandwidth numbers considered are m = 30,60,90, and the 
pooling numbers J = 1,2,3. We do not perform any trimming, e= O, this not being a decisive choice. 
For each of the time series simulated we calculate three different types of estimate for the all nine 
combinations of bandwidth and pooling choices. They are the non-tapered log-periodogram d, the 
tapered log-periodogram ;¡r, as defined previously, and a modification of this last one, ;¡r,*, considering 




1 (Ak) = L.J 1 (Ak+j-J), k =e+ J, e+ 2J, ... , m. 
j=l 
In Figures 1 to 3 we give the boxplots of the replications and we report in Tables I to III bellow the 
results of the simulations for the three estimates. We give for all the estimates calculated the bias across 
replications, the standard deviation, the asymptotic standard deviation in the appropriate centrallimit 
theorem (CLT), the mean square error and the true coverage in the 90%, 95% and 99% confidence 
intervals calculated using the previous CLT's. For the third estimate we do not provide asymptotic 
theory, although its consistency can be shown using the same techniques. The main difficulty here 
is that, without the additional spacing between regressors, we can not guarantee their asymptotic 
independence and the approach used in our proofs breaks down. 
Following the discussion in Robinson (1995a), letting J increase may produce asymptotic efficiency 
gains, since J'l/;'(J) is decreasing. This can be checked in the column for the theoretical standard 
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deviation, th.sd. However, in practice and for this sample size, the gains are only apparent for the 
log-periodogram without tapering and J = 2 but not for J = 3, where due to the reduced number of 
regressors, the estimates have now bigger variances. When we taper the observations, ;¡r is already 
using a smaller number of frequencies with J = 1, so to use J > 1 always increases the variance. The 
situation is much different when we do not space the regressors, obtaining efficiency gains with larger 
values of J, and with much reduced variances than ;¡r, but bigger than those we would expect if the 
regressors were uncorrelated (or independent), reported in the column th.sd* in Table III. 
In aH cases considered, the variance decreases with m, and also the bias, since for these series the 
semiparametric model considered is a good approximation for all the range of frequencies (0,7r). The 
bias, in general, tends to increase with J. This leads to a minimum mean square error (MSE) for the 
estimates with biggest m. There are not big differences in MSE between tapered and not tapered when 
aH the possible frequencies are considered and only a slight increment when we consider asymptoticaHy 
independent regressors in ;¡r. 
The accuracy of the CLT deteriorates with tapering, since we are effectively reducing the number 
of observations in the log-periodogram regression. The same argument may apply to the estimates 
with higher J, for which the confidence intervals are quite imprecise, specially for tapered estimates. In 
general, it seems that with such a fiat distribution, very prone to the presence of outliers, the asymptotics 
would need larger samples sizes to provide equivalently precise approximations as, for example, with 
Gaussian data. 
Table I. Log-Periodogram estimate. No taper. N = 512, ft ,..., ts. 5000 Replications 
m J d bias sd th.sd MSE 90% COy. 95% COy. 99% COy. 
30 1 .45 0.0113 0.1415 0.1170 0.2329 82.82 89.20 96.66 
2 .45 -0.0244 0.1174 0.1036 0.1948 85.12 91.56 97.18 
3 .45 0.0335 0.1298 0.0993 0.2506 77.28 85.04 93.94 
60 1 .45 .0048 0.0930 0.0820 0.2156 85.72 91.46 97.66 
2 .45 -0.0199 0.0793 0.0732 0.1912 86.64 92.32 97.88 
3 .45 0.0179 0.0837 0.0702 0.2260 81.78 89.34 96.92 
90 1 .45 -0.0019 0.0740 0.0675 0.2062 86.88 92.62 98.04 
2 .45 -0.0213 0.0631 0.0598 0.1877 86.28 92.30 97.78 




TabIe 11. Log-Periodogram estimate. Cosine taper. N = 512, Et '" ts. 5000 Replications 
m J d bias sd th.sd MSE 90% Cov. 95% Cov. 99% Cov. 
30 1 .45 0.0125 0.2520 0.2027 0.2774 82.86 89.00 96.20 
2 .45 -0.0002 0.2690 0.1795 0.2746 74.30 81.86 91.24 
3 .45 0.0641 0.3100 0.1721 0.3604 62.30 70.80 83.64 
60 1 .45 0.0033 0.1638 0.1433 0.2323 85.96 91.78 97.28 
2 .45 -0.0156 0.1799 0.1269 0.2210 76.72 83.80 92.54 
3 .45 0.0241 0.1960 0.1217 0.2632 69.00 77.72 89.24 
90 1 .45 -0.0011 0.1265 0.1170 0.2175 87.36 92.74 98.08 
2 .45 -0.0205 0.1437 0.1036 0.2050 77.12 84.28 93.42 
3 .45 0.0063 0.1404 0.0993 0.2279 76.02 83.92 92.78 
Table 111. Log-Periodogram estimate. Cosine taper*.
 
N = 512, Et '" ts. 5000 Replications
 
m J d bias sd th.sd* MSE
 
30 1 .45 0.0097 0.2004 0.1170 0.2515
 
2 .45 -0.0141 0.1714 0.1036 0.2193 
3 .45 0.0243 0.1847 0.0993 0.2591 
60 1 .45 0.0006 0.1257 0.0827 0.2189 
2 .45 -0.0153 0.1100 0.0732 0.2010 
3 .45 0.0086 0.1139 0.0702 0.2233 
90 1 .45 -0.0049 0.0969 0.0675 0.2074 
2 .45 -0.0180 0.0855 0.0598 0.1938 
3 .45 0.0002 0.0872 0.0573 0.2103 
A ppendix: Proofs of Section 3 
The following is a simplified version of Chen and Hannan's Lemma 2, where we only use the first two 
terms of an Edgeworth expansion for the probability density ofthe Fourier transform of Et, so only four 
bounded moments are required. 
Lemma 5 (Chen and Hannan (1980)) Under Assumption 4, the probability distribution lunction 
QN 01 the vector 
N 
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Figure 2: Tapered Log-periodogram estimate, t5 ARFIMA(O, .45, O), N = 512, m = 30,60,900 5000 
Replicationso 
where 
has density qN lor all sufficiently large N and 
sUP (1 + IIYI14) qN(Y) - L
1 
N- r/ 2Pr (-if¡ : Xv,N )(y) =0(N-1 ), (8) 
yEnk r=O 
where Pr are polynomials in the average 01 the joint cumulants 01 yt (1 :S t :S N) 01 order v = 
(VI, ooo, V2k), Xv,N' multiplied by the 2k th multivariate Normal density if¡ and where Po (y) = if¡(y). 
The previous result is used to prove Lemma 1 about the inverse moments of the periodogram of an 
ioi.do sequence: 
Proof of Lernrna 1. First, from Lemma 5, 2rrI<k has the probability density of a ~X~J distribution 
with error (using only Po) of order 0((1 + IIYI1 4)-1 N- 1/ 2 ). Also the density ofaX~J is 
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Figure 3: Tapered, no-spacing, Log-periodogram estimate, ts ARFIMA(O, .45, O), N = 512, m 
30,60,90. 5000 Replications. 
It is clear that if X '" X~J then E[X-1] < 00 if J ~ 2. Thus we only need to check that the error in 
the evaluation of the second inverse moment of I<k using the Lemma 5 is bounded. If we write 
J	 J 
-I<k "" L..J(Yaj2 +Ybj)=L..J 1< (>'k+j-J ) ="" 2 
j=l j=l 
we need 
2N- 1/ h2J (1 + IlyI14)-1 (2:(Y~j + Y~j)) -1 dy < oo. (9) 
First, defining the sets A = [-1, 1j2J and AC its complementary in n2J , 
1	 1h2J (1 + IlyI14)-1 (2:(Y~j + Y~j) r dy :5	 consto i (2:(Y~j + Y~j) r dy
 




< consto i (2:(Y~j + Y~j) r dy + const., 
since (1 + IlyI14)-1 and (¿(Y~j + Y~j)r1 are bounded from aboye in A and AC, respectively. Next, to 
bound the remaining integral, if <p(.) denote the densities of the correspondent distributions, we have 
1r (2: .(Y~j + Y~j) r <PN{O,[2J) (y)dy
}'RP J 
1 
> i (2:(Y~j + Y~j) r <PN{O,[2J) (y)dy 
1 
> consto i (2:(Y~j + Y~j) r dy, 
as the Normal density is bounded from below in A. Hence, we have got 
i (2:(Y~j +Y~j)r1dY :5 consto < oo. 
Then, the l.h.s. of (9) is O(N-1/ 2 ), and the Lemma follows. 
An alternate way of checking that the error is actual1y O(N-1/2) is bounding directly the integrals 
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This can be done as follows. In parenthesis appear the code number of the integral used from Gradshteyn 
and Ryzhik (1980). In each step we denote as p the sum of the squares of the remaining variables with 
respect to we are not integrating. Then, using (3.241.4), 
and from (2.271.5) 
t	 1Jo (x2 + p)-1/2dx = log(1 + JP+l) - '2 logp. 
Now we have 
11 [IOg(l + JX+1) - ~ log x] dx < 00 
and the global integral is bounded; to make this process we have needed 3 integrals: that is the reason 
why we need J ~ 2 to get at least 4 degrees of freedom. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Using Lemma 1 we have that, for any O> O, 
p{I€j =O}	 < P{I€k:::; N-o} 
< p{r? > NO}
€J ­
and the lemma follows from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, choosing O> 1. 
Proof of Lemma 3. For j = 1 + k - J, ... ,k we have 
m?X IJj - ikl < max sup 1f'(A)IIAj - Akl 
J J AE(Ak ,Aj J 
O(ik Akl N- 1 ) 
O(Jk k- 1 ). 
Then we have, since Id ~ O, 
IFkl :::; maxj liJ - Jkl I€k = 0(k-1). 
ikI k 
Then Fk = Op(e-1 ), uniformly in k, and using Ilog(l + x)1 :::; 21xl for Ixl :::; 1/2, we obtain as e -+ 00 
Proof of Lemma 4. First, for summations running from j = 1 + k - J to j = k, 
E[(Hk )-I] E [ (271"L/jId TI] 
< (271")-1 {my:xJj-l } E [(I€k)-I] 
= 0(1;1), 
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using Lemma 1. Now, from Robinson (1995b, expression (3.17)), 
EIIJ,I]	 ~ E [ ~1; - 2.1,;/; ] 
< LE IIj - 27l"IEjlil 
j 
= O (mFli [IOJif/2) 
= O (fk [lo~ k f/2) . 
Then the result follows from Ók = Op(Jk [lofk f/2) and (Hk)-1 = Op(J¡;1), and the same reasoning of 
the previous lemma, since IÓk / H k I = Op (1), uniformly in k. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Robinson (1995a) and the definition for the summation in k, we can 
obtain 
L A¡ = 4:; (1 + O(e(IO~N)2)) = 4:; (1 + 0(1)), 
k 
sup IAk I = O(log N) 
l:Sk:5.m 
p ~ 1.	 (10) 
Hence, under Assumption 1, with the previous properties, 
(11) 
Now, from Lemmas 3 and 4 we have that 
- - logm 1/2)
logIk =	 logfk + logI,k + Op -k- . (12)( [	 ] 
Substituting in the definition of;¡ and using (11), ¿kA¡ rv4m/J and suplAkl = O(logN), 
d (pf (~A'IOg1') 
= (~Alr(~A' [IOg/, + log2.1" + OP(¡k-'!Ogmj '/')]) 
= d + (~Alr(~>, log 2,1,,) + OP CO~N (log m)'/' ~>-,/,) 
+O([mN-1]0< log N) 
= d + €N + OP (log N(logm)1/2m-1/2 + [mN- 1]0<) , say, 
= d+~N+op(l), 
where the last Une follows from Assumption 5. 
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To prove the consistency of the estimate ;¡ we only need to calculate the first two moments of the 
variable 
To evaluate the moments of I'k, we approximate the probability density of the Fourier transform, qN (y), 
using Chen and Hannan's Lemma 5. This result uses sorne results in Bhattacharya and Rao (1975) to 
approximate the density of the Fourier transform w,(>.) of the sequence ft. They employed a finite fifth 
moment of ft to get a stronger resulto For our purposes with Lemma 5 is enough. 
Set 41rI'k = 'E,f=1 (Y~j + Y~j)' where Yaj and Ybj correspond to the sine and cosine summations, 
respectively, of 41rI,j. Now, from Chen and Hannan (1980), (see Lemma 5), 
- N 2k ( 8 ) Vj 
P I ( -4J : Xv,N )(y) = L XV'I II -8. 4J(y) , VI. -- IIv·J"r v.. y,
Ivl=3 J=I	 j 
As Ivl = 3 the terms in PI are of one of the foHowing types when we are considering the joint distribution 
in R 4J of the sine and cosine components 41rI'k and 41rI'k" k i- k' (up to constants): 
1.	 Hj (Ys)4J(y), where H; are the Hermite polynomials of order i and s E {1, ... ,4J}, 
H;(x)4J(x) = (_1); (:x); 4J(x), x ER. 
Then this term is odd in the component Ys of y (since H3 is odd and 4J is even). 
2.	 H2 (Ys)HI (Yr)4J(y), Yr i- Ys and r, s E {1, ... , 4J}. Then this term is odd in the component Yr' 
3.	 HI(Ys)HI (Yr)HI(Yu)4J(y), Yn Ys, Yu aH different. Then this term is odd in the components Ys, Yr 
and yu. 
If k = k', we consider only a distribution in R2J and the typical terms of PI are: 
1.	 H3 (Ys)4J(y), where s E {1, ... , 2J}. Then this term is odd in the component Ys of y. 
2.	 H2 (Ys)HI (Yr )4J(y), r i- s and r, s E {1, ... ,2}. Then this term is odd in the component Yr' 
Then we have 
= r log (L .(Y~j + Y~j)) qN(y)dylnu J 
2ku log (L/Y~j + Y~j)) [4J(Y) + N- I / P¡(y)] dy + O(N- I ) 
1 
'IjJ(J) + log2 + O( N)' 
since Jooo(log x)h /(1 + x5 )dx < 00 and Jooo (x logx)he-Xdx < 00, for aH h ~ O. 'IjJ(z) = d/dz log r[z] is 
the digamma function. The contribution from PI (y) is Osince the interval of integration is (-00,00) 
and PI is always odd in one component of y and the log term is even in aH the components. 
21 
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Consider now the Covariance terms. Denote Ek = E[log21rI,ü Then (k l' k') 
COy [log 21rI'k, log 21rI'kl] 
L4J [log (2:j (Y~j + Y~j)) - Ek] [log (2:ji (Y~j' + Y~j' )) - Ekl] qN (y )dy 
= L4J [log (2: j (Y~j + Y~j)) - Ek] [log (2:j' (Y~jl + Y~j')) - Ek'] 
X [if>(Y) + N- l/2P¡ (y)] dy + O(N- l ) 
= N-l/íJIog(2:j(Y~j+ Y~j)) -Ek] [log(2:j l (Y~j' + Y~jl)) -Ekl]Pl (y) + O( ~) 
= O(N- l ), 
as if>(y) is the density of the standard Normal density in n 41 (with uncorrelated components!), and 
since the contribution from Pl cancel out by the same argument as before. 
Now for the variance we have: 
Var [log21rlok ] Lv [log (2:/Y~j +Y~j)) - Ekf qN(y)dy 
l/ 2=	 L2JIog(2:/Y~j+ Y~j)) -Ekf [if>(y)+N- Pl (y)] dy+ O( ~) 
1jJ'(J) +O(N-l ), 
reasoning as before. 
Then it is immediate that, using (10), 
and that, 
Var[~N] = -'!-1jJI(J) +O(N-l) +o(m- l ) rv 4J 1jJ'(J).
4m m 
Therefore ~N = op(l) with Assumption 5 and the theorem is proved. 
Appendix: Proof of Theorem 2 
First, we study the bias of the tapered periodogram IT(Aj) = IVT(Aj)1 2 with respect to f(Aj). We use 
exactly the same method of proof as Robinson (1995a), using the improved properties of KT(A) with 
respect to Fejér kernel. The additional term O([j / N]O:) that shows up when we normalize with respect 
to GAj2d (instead that with respect to f(Aj)) follows as in that papero 
Given that the expectation of the tapered periodogram is now 
we consider the same intervals of integration to analyze the bias in 
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as Robinson (1995a). Consider a fixed e> O, such that f(>') ~ CE>.-2d, />'1 E (O,e) for sorne positive 
constant CE' depending on e, and N big enough such that >'j, >'k < e. Then, 
using the properties of KT (>.) and the integrability of f, by covariance stationarity. Next, 
¡->";/2 
< [>..;/i~~Ef(>') + f(>'j)] i~>"j/2IKT(>'j - >.)1 d>' 
LE 
= O (f(>'j) .N- 5 r >.-6d>.) = O (J(>'j) .r 5 ) • 
}>..;/2 
Identical bound can be obtained for the interval [3>'j/2,e]. Now 
r>..;/2\ 
} ->..;/2 ~I
Next, using (3), 
= I r>..;/2 [f(>'j - >.) - f(>'j)] KT(>')d>.1
} ->..;/2 
= I r>";/2 [>.. f'(>'j) + O(>.ja-2d l>'la)] KT(>')d>.1
L>..;/2 
= O (>.ja-2d r>";/2 1>'laKT(>')d>') ,
L>";/2 
since K T is even and we are integrating in a syrnrnetric interval around O. Now, with a E (1,2], 
2 {l 
W1 




~ O (N[' A"d>.+ w' C' A"-'dA) 






 = O (>.ja-2d .N-a) = O(f(>'j) .ra).
 >";/2 
Let's study the covariances between tapered Fourier transforrns of Xt. As before, we are led to the 
expression, j = 1 
which is equal to 
(13) 
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using (7). No'Y, we can study the integral in (13) splitting the range of integration in the following 
intervals, 
j -2A; + r = O ([2A~~éLf~J(.'\) + f(-\j)] N- 1 1:; IDT(-\j - -\)DT(-\j + -\)1 d-\) 
-< 12A; 
= O (f(-\j) . N-s 1:j r 6 d-\) =O (J(-\j) .r S). 
Now, using f(-\j) = f(--\j) 
2A 2A 
r-A;/2 + r ;I = O (N- 1 sup If'(-\)DT(-\j + -\)1 r ; I-\j - -\IIDT(-\j - -\)Id-\)
L 2A; lA; /2 A; /29~2A; . lA; 
2A 
I
= O (N-l. f(-\j)-\jl . N-2-\j3 1 ; -\IDT(-\)Id-\) = O(J(-\j)' r 4 ), 
because 
2A 11 ; -\IDT(-\)Id-\ = O (N lN - -\d-\ + N-2¡::: -\-2d-\) = O(N- 1 ), 




Therefore (13) = O(J(-\j) . j-4). 
Let's study now the covariance term, O< k < j - 2 < N, 
(14) 





Then, for N and € chosen as before, for the following intervals in (18) 
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and 
= o ([A~~J(A) + f(Aj)] N-11: IDT(Aj - A)DT(A - Ak)1 dA) 
j 
= O (f(Aj) . N- 5 1: A-6 dA) = O (J(Aj) .r 5 ) • 
Now (15) can be bounded by 
{2Aj = O (N- 1 sup 11'(A)DT (A _ Ak) 1{2Aj IAj - AIIDT(Aj - A) IdA) 
l(Ak+Aj )/2 (Ak+Aj )/29:::=;2Aj l(Ak+Aj )/2 
= O (N-l. f(Aj)X;l . N-2X¡;31 
Aj 
AIDT(A)ldA) =O(f(>'j)' k-3r 1). 
Next, for k ~ j /2, (16) is 
O (N- 1 sup II'(A)DT(Aj - A)I {(Ak+A
j 
)/2 IA - AkIIDT(A - Ak)ldA) 
Ak/29:::=;(Ak+Aj)/2 l Ak /2 
= O (N-' . f(A'»,,' . N1," AlnT(A)ldA) = O(l(A') . k-'), 
and when k < j /2, (16) is 
j 
O (N- 1 sup If(A) + f(Ak)1 {(Ak+A )/2 IDT (Aj - A)DT(A - Ak)ldA) 
Ak/29:::=;(Ak+Aj)/2 l Ak /2 
= O ( W' . f(A,) . N-'A(/_,) [' InT (A) IdA) = O(l(A,) -r'). 
because J~Aj AIDT (A) IdA = O(N-1). For k ~ j /2, (17) is 
j 
O (N-1(Aj - Ak) sup II'(A)I {(Ak+A )/2 IDT (Aj - A)IIDT(A - Ak)ldA) 
Ak:::=;A:::=;Aj lAk/2 
= O ( N-' . f(A,) . A,' [' InT (A)ldA) =O(l(A') . k-'), 
and when k < j/2 
O (N- 1 sup If(A) + f(Ak)1 {(Ak+A
j 
)/2 IDT(Aj - A)DT(A - Ak)ldA) 
Ak/29:::=;(Ak+Aj)/2 l Ak/2 
Aj 




2 1= O (N- 1 max IDT(A - Ak)DT(Aj - A)I Jk/ [f(A) + f(Aj)] dA) Ak IJ-Ak/2 -Ak/299k/2 -Ak/2 
= O (N- 5 X¡;2 X;3 f(Ak)) =O(f(Ak) . k-2r 3). 
Then the bound for (13) is O([f(Ak)f(Aj)P/2 . k-1). 
A similar bound for the term corresponding to (d), 
E[wT(Aj )wT(Ak)] = 27r ~ hr ¡rrrr DT(Aj - A)DT (A + Ak) f(A)dA, 
can be obtained easily using the same methods as for (c), since we do not need to distinguish between 
frequencies j and k too close. 
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9 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 3 
We do that in three steps. 
First, we argue that aH the previous results concerning the asymptotic distribution of I.j , j E 
{j(l),j(2)"" ,j(k)}' still go through for the tapered version I~ if j(l) + 2 < j(2)"" ,j(k-l) + 2 < j(k)' 
The reason is the foHowing: Chen and Hannan (1980) results are based on the exact uncorrelatedness 
of the discrete Fourier transform of the LLd. sequence of ft at different Fourier frequencies, so the 
periodograms ordinates are approximately independent. Therefore, the real and imaginary components 
the tapered Fourier transforms of ft are still exactly uncorrelated, if we consider only one periodogram 
ordinate of every three, as we did in the definition of d!. Then an equivalent Edgeworth expansion 
for the density of the vector of real and imaginary components of I~ is valid as before, since each of 
the tapered Fourier transforms is a (fixed) linear combination of three Fourier transforms with valid 
Edgeworth expansions for their densities. 
Second. Therefore, corresponding to Lemmas 2 to 4 in the non tapered case, we obtain under the 
conditions of the theorem and J 2: 2, k > 1 and the same definitions as before, but now with the 
tapered periodogram, 
w.p.1., 
k =e + 3J, e + 6J, ... ,m, 
and reasoning as for expression (3.17) in Robinson (1995b), using now part (a) of our Theorem 2, instead 
of Theorem 2 of Robinson (1995a), o: > 1, 
Op(k-l>/2), k =e + 3J,e + 6J, ... ,m.log (1 + :Ir) =
Now, from the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain, o: < 2, 
JI' ~ d+ (~A¡r (~AkIOg2~1:') +Op ('O~N ~k-"I') +O([mN-']") 
= d + ~~ + Op (m-l>/210g N + m-1logNlogm + [mN-1]l», say, 
_ d + ~~ + op(m- 1/ 2 ), 
using Assumption 7. Hence, the asymptotic distribution of m1/2(d! - d) can be approximated by that 
of ml/2~~. 
Third. We denote by ~~.* and log 27[-1;': the corresponding random variables when the ft are 
Gaussian. Now we foHow related arguments to those of Robinson (1995a): we will show that the 
moments of aH orders of ml/2~~ converge to those of ml/2e~'* which are bounded, from Robinson's 
(1995a) Theorem 3'8 proof. Ncxt, thc uncorrelatedness of the real and imaginary components of I;'~ for 
different frequencies implies the independence and equal distribution (due to the Gaussianity) of I;'~ 
and of logI;': at different frequencies. Therefore, m1/2{J¡* is a sum of LLd. variables with bounded 
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moments and by the Lindeberg-FeHer CLT it is asymptoticaHy normal (whose first two moments can 
be obtained from the proof of Theorem 1). Because each moment of the variate m 1/ 2{J¡* is bounded 
uniformly in N, aH these moments converge to those of the corresponding normal distribution. Hence, 
1 1 1as aH moments of m / 2(f¡ converge to those of m / 2{J¡*, m / 2(f¡ is easily found asymptoticaHy normal 
distributed by the method of moments. 
Therefore, it only remains to prove that the moments of aH orders of m 1/ 2(f¡ converge to those of 
ml/2~J¡*, so there is not infiuence from the higher order cumulants of €t. 
Lemma 6 Under the assumptions 01 Theorem 3, the moments 01 all orders 01 m 1/ 2(f¡ converge to 
those 01 ml/2~J¡* as N -+ oo. 
Proof of Lemma 6 In order to make our arguments clearer we are going to consider in an initial stage 
the non-tapered and non-pooled (J = 1) case. After this, we will show that the same conclusions apply 
for the tapered case for any J > 1. 
FoHowing the arguments of the second part in the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to check that the 
-T
moments and cross moments of aH orders of log 271" IE,k' k = f + 3J, ... ,m, converge to those we would 
00obtain if the €t'S were actuaHy Gaussian, with error O(N- 1 ), since 1 (log x)a(l + X 4 )-ldx < 00 for aH
0 
a 2: o. 
1However, this result is not enough to approximate the moments of m / 2(f¡, which is an (infinite) 
weighted sum of the log 271"I~k' When €t has bounded moments of aH orders, we can obtain an Edge­
worth expansion for the density of the Fourier transform of ft of any order s fixed, under the same 
assumptions of Lemma 5. In Chen and Hannan (1980) the second term P2 is presented, although it is 
not totaHy correct in their notation. The exact shape of these higher order terms in a general Edgeworth 
approximation is fundamental for our proof and we dedicate sorne space to that. 
Edgeworth approximation. The validity of an Edgeworth approximation for the real and imag­
inary components of the discrete Fourier transform of ft of any order s > 1, when enough moments 
exist, foHows from Chen and Hannan's (1980) Lemma 2, since their proof generalizes immediately for 
any order of.approximation, not just 2. For any s = 0,1, ... , fixed, we can obtain that the vector WN 
(see Lemma 5) has density qN for aH sufficiently large N and 
(19) 
where Pr are polynomials with coefficients depending on the joint cumulants of yt, X",N' multiplied by 
the 2k th standard multivariate Normal density cjJ (given the covariance structure of the discrete Fourier 
transforms). FoHowing Bhattacharya and Rao (1976), we find that Pr(-cjJ: X",N) = Fr(-D: X",N)cjJ, 
where, for nonnegative integer vectors v = (v(l), v(2), ... ,v(2k)) of 2k dimensions, 





The summation ¿* is over aH n-tuples of positive integers (jI, . .. ,jn) satisfying 
ji = 1,2, ... ,r (1 ~ i ~ n),	 (21) 
and the ¿** denotes summation over aH n-tuples of nonnegative integral vectors (VI, ... ,Vn ) satisfying 
(l~i~n), 
where we have been using the usual multivariate notation, IVil = ¿~~1 Vi(j) (see Bhattacharya and Rao 
(1976) for details). In particular, Po == 1 
and in general 
"" Xv,N vXr ()Z = .l...J -,-z ,
v.
Ivl=r 
where Vi! = v;(l)!·· ·v;(2k)!, O! = 1. Then we can see that Pr(y) is a polynomial in the components 
of y (times cjJ), with coefficients which are functions of the joint cumulants of yt of order V (Le. of 
the components in the vector yt with exponent in v different form zero) , Xv,N' and of the Hermite 
polynomials of order v, Hv(y), obtained fram (the derivatives of) cjJ(y). FoHowing our previous discussion 
in the proof of Theorem 1 and the comments aboye, we stress sorne properties that we will use later: 
•	 Using expansion (19), the first term of the expectations of functions of the periodogram of ét is 
always exactly equal to the Gaussian expectation, so we need only to concentrate on the higher 
order terms of an approximation of the sufficient order (to be determined later). 
•	 When Ivl is odd, the polynomial function Hv(y) will be odd in at least one of the components of 
y. Then, aH the summands in Pr with r odd will be also odd in at least one of the components 
of y. As we are going to consider the expectation of even functions of y, (Le. logarithm of the 
periodogram minus a constant) we need to consider only terms Pr with r even (r = 0,2, ...). 
•	 Furthermore, the cumulants Xv N will be exactly zero in many situations (Le., for many vectors. 
v), due to the special nature of the vector WN. In other cases these cumulants will be different 
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from zero only under linear restrictions on sorne of the particular frequencies (Aj(l)" .. ,Aj2k)) of 
the periodogram ordinates that we are considering in each momento 
Moments. Since E k t:i. k == 0, in contrast with the proof of Theorem 1, we substitute now in the 
definition of ~N the actual mean of log21l"Ie,k by the mean it would have in the Gaussian case, 'ljJ(J), 
obtaining (without need to make explicit the log 2 adjustment), with J = 1, 
Denote by Es and E; the sth moments of ml/2~'J¡ and m l / 2{J/*, respectively. Then, for s = 3,4, ..., 
Es - E [(m l/2 (¿:A%fl ~Ak (log21l"Iek - 'ljJ(l)))"J 
-s s 
= s/2 (", A2) '" '" '" '" '" AP(I)AP(2) Ap(j)m LJ k	 LJ LJ Cp LJ LJ ... LJ k(I) k(2)'" k(j) 
j=1 p k(I) k(2):;= k(j):;= 
xE [ (log I;'k(I) - 'ljJ(1) y(I) ... (log I;'k(j) - 'ljJ(1) y(j)] ,	 (22) 
where the index k(i) f. means that the summation is for aH the values of k(i) f. k(l), ... , k(i - 1) (so 
we only make explicit frequencies that are always different) and the sum in pis for aH vectors of positive 
integers (P(1), ... ,p(j)) such that E{=I p(i) = s, and cp is a number that depends only on p. Obviously, 
when j = s, aH p(i) = 1 and when j = 1, p(l) = s. Recall also that (E A%)-I = O(m-1 ). 
Now, the idea is to substitute for N big enough each of the expectations in (22) by an integral 
over n2j , approximating the true probability density of the vector of periodogram ordinates by a 2j­
dimensional Edgeworth expansion of the form (19). As we have commented the first term (in NO) of 
the Edgeworth approximation always gives the corresponding Gaussian expectation E;: 
s 
E E * = m s/2 ('" A2)-S '" '" C '" '" ..• '" AP(I) AP(2) ••. Ap(j)s - s LJ k	 LJ LJ p LJ LJ LJ k(I) k(2) k(j) 
j=1 P k(I) k(2):;= k(j):;= 
max
X r. {~ Pr (y)N- r / 2 + O(N-(r +I)/2)(1 + IIYI14)-I}
ln2J r=2 
2 2 ) p( I) (2 2 ) p(j)
x ( 10g(Ya,k(I)+Yb,k(I)) -'ljJ(1) ... 10g(Ya,k(j)+Yb,k(j)) -'ljJ(1) dy, (23) 
(with rmax :::; s to be determined later). Then we need to check that the contribution fram all higher 
order terms with r ~ 2 in (23) is negligible. Now for s fixed, we study all the terms in (23) with different 
values of j. 
ooConsider first the terms in (23) for which j :::; 1 + s/2. Using (10) and that J (logx)b(1+X4 )-ldx <o 
00, b ~ O, the contribution to Es -E; ofeach ofthe higher order terms PTl r > 0, is O (m- S /2+jN- I ) = 
O(mN- I ) = 0(1), just using the order of magnitude of the error term of an Edgeworth approximation 
with only Po and P2 , since the term PI cancel out. 
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Therefore, we need only to consider terms where j > 1 + 8/2. The main idea to deal with these 
terms is the following. Since we have j > 1+ 8/2 summands, there should be some of them, h say, with 
exponent p(i) = 1. In fact 
h ? 2j - 8 ? 3. 
Then we know that whenever h ? 1 the leading term in the approximation for the correspondent 
expectation (the Gaussian part) is exactly zero (Le. E; =O), given the uncorrelatedness of the discrete 
Fourier transform at Fourier frequencies (even in the non-Gaussian case). We will show that this 
orthogonality property of the first (Gaussian) term is transferred to some extend to the higher order 
terms. The reason is that for each periodogram ordinate (Le. for each couple of variables in y), some of 
the contributions from the higher order terms in (19) are still the Gaussian ones given by (P(Ya)cP(Yb) (Le., 
we have not taken derivatives w.r.t. those variables), given null contribution for the whole expectation 
when this periodogram ordinate has power p(i) = 1. [The same argument can be used for any exponent 
p(i) odd, but we will not need it]. 
We illustrate this idea with an example. Consider P2, with 
P2(Z; Xv,N) = LX~r ZV + ~ (L X~r zv) 2 
Ivl=4 Ivl=3 
L Xv,N v + 1 L (XV'N)2 2v + 1 L L Xv,N Xv',N v+v'--z - -- z - -----z.v! 2 v! 2	 v! Vi!
Ivl=4 Jvl=3 Ivl=3iv'I=3,v;év' 
When we substitute z by - D, to obtain P2 , we observe that in each of the terms of the last expression 
\Ve take at most 4, 3 or 6 derivatives, respectively, with respect to the vector of 2j components y. 
Therefore, all but at most 4, 3 or 6 functions cP(Yi) in cP == cP(YI)'" cP(Y2j) are not affected by the 
differential operator. 
Then, for each periodogram ordinate, with frequency Aj(i)' and each of the terms in P2 (with v, 2v 
or v and v') we can obtain the following: 
•	 If the periodogram has exponent p(i) = 1 and neither of its two components in y is included in v 
(or in ];1), then we have in (23) an integral of the form 
(24) 
and this whole term does not contribute, since the whole integral to approximate this term of 
Es is zero because the variables Ya and Yb do not appear in any other factor of this particular 
summand (23). 
•	 For any exponent p(i), if any component of the vector y is included in v (or v') with odd coordinate, 
then the term in P2 will be odd in that variable Ya, say, and again the contribution of these terms 
is null, since the periodogram is even in its real and imaginary components Ya and Yb. 
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In conclusion, we need at least two derivatives with respect to one 01 the two variables which have 
p(i) = 1, or in other terms, only the terms in Pr which consider Hermite polynomials with an even 
number in its order vector corresponding to one 01 the two variables with p(i) = 1 will have contribution 
different lrom zero. 
In the particular case of P2 we only need to consider the following generic vectors v. When Ivl = 4, 
only those vectors v with coordinates 0, 2 or 4. For the Ivl = 3 terms, any combination is valid fram 
this point of view, since all the terms are squared, and for the Ivl, Iv'l = 3 terms, coordinates 1 or 3 are 
allowed in v only if the coincide with another coordinate 1 or 3 in v', in order to take always an even 
number of derivatives W.r.t. to any of the variables Yi. However, the number of such terms is limited 
by the number r. 
Then with Ivl = 4, the maximum number of frequencies affected by the derivative, MNFA say [in the 
sense that we are taking an even number of derivatives w.r.t. any of the components of the periodogram 
at this particular frequency] is 2 and with Ivl = 3 and/or Iv'l = 3 this number is 3. 
Consider the worst case (with the biggest number of summations), where j = s, so all the p(i) = 1. 
Then for P2 , the contribution when s > 3 is zero, since there will be always at least one integral equal 
to zero by (24), as none of its components is included in the differentiation (Le. there are at least 4 
possible orthogonal conditions like (24), and only three can be destroyed by the differentiation of 4J). 
When s = 3 and j = 3 we obtain that any term will contribute O(m3/ 2 N-l). 
For example when j = s - 1, so there are at least s - 2 exponents p(i) = 1, and we have that for 
s > 5 the contribution of P2 is zero, for s = 3, O(m1/ 2 N-1), for s = 4, O(mN-1 ) and for s = 5, 
O(m3 / 2 N-1). 
In general, for any j > 1 + s/2, (the same s fixed) since h 2: 2j - s there are only terms in P2 that 
contribute to Es if 
minh = 2j - s:::; 3 = MNFA, 
and in this case their contribution is of order O(mj - s/ 2 N-1) = O(m3 / 2 N-l). We can check that related 
3bounds hold for any term Pr' Although it is possible to assume m / 2 N-1 -r °as N increases, in order 
to make all íhese bounds 0(1) as we need, there is another point that will allow us to obtain the same 
results with just mN-l (log N)C -r 0, any finite e> 0, implied by the assumptions of the Lemma. 
Cumulants. The bounds aboye have been constructed for P2 considering. that 3 frequencies were 
affected in the term corresponding to cumulants with Ivl = 3. The question is when are these cumulants 
different from zero. For any three frequencies Ajll Ah, Aja' (possibly repeated) the cumulant Xv,N, 
Ivl = 3, is of any of the following four types, with "'3 being the third cumulant of €t: 
N 




(ii) ~ ¿COStAj¡ costAh sintAi.. 
t=l 
N 
(iii) ~ ¿ cos tAil sin tAh sin tAja, 
t=l 
N 
(iv) ~ ¿ sin tAj¡ sin tAh sin tAja. 
t=l 
Now using sin A = (é\ - e- i>')/(2i), COSA = (é>' + e- i>')/2, and the orthogonality of Dirichlet kernel 
at Fourier frequencies, we can see that aH the cumulants XII,N with Ivl = 3 will only be different from 
zero if there is a linear restriction between the frequencies Ail' Ah , Aja. [The same holds for any odd­
order Ivl cumulant: we need a linear restriction between the frequencies to make the sum in t different 
from zero. However, sorne even-order cumulants can be different from zero without restrictions, due to 
symmetries]. Then, al1 the bounds have to be multiplied by m-1 10gN, since one of the summations . 
¿k in (23) has now been cancel1ed out due to the linear restriction with the other (two) summation(s), 
and sup IAk I = O(log N). Final1y, we obtain a contribution of O(m1/2 N- 1log N) =0(1), for any term 
with Ivl =3. 
If we consider the case of the cumulants with Ivl = 4, here at most 2 frequencies are affected by the 
differentiation, so they contribute to Es only if 
minh = 2j - s:::; 2 = MNFA. 
Then, we obtain a bound for their contribution of O(mi - s/ 2 N- 1) =O(mN-1) =0(1) (as no restrictions 
are required in this case to make sorne cumulants in XII,N different from zero). 
Let's study now the contribution from a generic polynomial Pr, r > 4. We only need to consider 
expansions up to r:::; rmax = 2[s;1], (where [.] means integer part) since the bound in (23) due to the 
error term in the Edgeworth expansion with P2[S!] it is immediately 0(1) from the exponent N-l-[';l] 
in it and the boundedness of the corresponding integral. 
Now from (20), the different terms in Pr will include terms with combinations of cumulants 
corresponding to al1 possible combinations of frequencies inj the vector y. 
We will only need to consider combinations of cumulants of the form (K4)(r-a)/2 (K3)a, for even a, 
O :::; a :::; r when the MNFA is now r + a/2, which requires at least a/2 restrictions. The reason is 
that with (K4t/2 we maximize the number of frequencies affected without any restrictions, and on the 
other hand, with (K3t we maximize the number of frequencies affected, in general, with and without 
restrictions. We show bel10w that any other combination of higher order cumulants will always provide 
a smal1er MNFA or more restrictions that the combinations between cumulants of order three and 
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four, which optimize the number of degrees of freedom when consider the destruction of orthogonality 
restrictions due to equation (24). 
Denoting by NRES the (minimum) number of linear restrictions necessary to make the cumulants 
considered different fram zero, the contribution to (23) ofthese terms is of order, for fixed 8, j > 1+8/2, 
s 
m-s/ 2 L mj L N- r / 2 I{2j - 8::; MNFA}(m-1logm)NRES 
i r 
O ( m:xm-'/'*mi ~N-'/'I{2; -, ,; r + a/2}(m-' logm)'/') 
= O (ma.x m i - s/2L N-r/21{2j - 8 ::; r + a/2}(m-1log m)a/2) 
a" r 
O(m;?Cma/4+r /2N- r / 2(m-1 logm)a/2) 
O(m;?Cmr / 2N- r / 2 ) =0(1), 
with a = O, so the contribution is always negligible. 
Let us show that we do not need to consider other set of cumulants formal1y. Consider the case with 
maximum number of frequencies affected, without restrictions: ("'4r/2, so we have the typical term 
with contribution of the biggest order of magnitude without restrictions. Then we study the question: 
Can the introduction of b ~ 1 restrictions generate terms of bigger order of magnitude in Pr than the 
one corresponding to ("'4r/2 (for any j, and 8 fixed)? 
Seeking the least favourable situation, the new C restrictions will be used to maximize the number 
of frequencies affected by the differentiation, substituting certain number of powers of "'4 with a generic 
term in the odd-order cumulants (to take advantage of the restrictions) like 
where the Ci ~ 3 are odd, possibly equal. This will increase MNFA by I: i Ci, and the reduction in the 
exponent of "'4, in order to satisfy (21), is of magnitude 
L(Ci - 2). 
i 
This reduction willlower MNFA (by the contribution of "'4) in 2 I:i(Ci - 2) units. The global effect on 
MNFA is final1y 
L Ci - 2 L(Ci - 2) = 4b - L Ci 
í í i 
Therefore in a generic bound (for any j) for the contribution ofthese terms, O(mj-s/2m-NRESN- r / 2 ) = 
O(mMNFA/2m-NRESN-r/2) [by 2j-8 ::; MNFA], the global effect ofintroducing the new b restrictions 
is of O((1og N)b) times O(m) to the power of 
4b - I:i Ci _ b = b - ~ L Ci. 
2 2 . 
~ 
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3b/ 2 )Since Ci ~ 3 we have that the effect is [forgetting about the logarithm term] at most of order 0(mb- = 
0(m- b/ 2 ) =0(1), which is exactly what we had obtained previously, the term with biggest contribution 
is that with (~4t/2, confirming that the relevant cases are the ones with lower-order cumulants, with 
or without restrictions (~3 and ~4)' 
The last two points which need justification are the tapering and the pooling: 
•	 Tapering: as we have commented before, an equivalent Edgeworth expansion for the real and 
imaginary components of tapered Fourier transform of €t is valid, since they are fixed linear com­
binations of the components of the usual Fourier transformo AIso, because we are considering 
frequencies that are 3JAl apart, at least, we guarantee the uncorrelatedness of the different vari­
ables in y. In this way the Edgeworth expansion is based again in the standard Normal density, 
so the differentiation process is performed separately for each variable in y. 
Furthermore, the comments about the restrictions to obtain odd-order cumulants different from 
zero apply equally in the tapered case, since for the frequencies considered, the orthogonality 
properties of D T (and of its real and imaginary parts) are the same as for the Dirichlet kernel D . 
•	 Pooling: the difference now is that each pooled periodogram (tapered or not) depends on 2J 
components of the basic vector y instead on just 2 (single periodogram) as before. This will not 
affect any of the results, since we have only used the fact that in each summand of (23) there are 
j different 10gIk functions, but not that the vector of variables y (in the Edgeworth expansion 
required to approximate each expectation) were of dimension 2j (2jJ now). The same comments 
about the differentiation to obtain the Hermite polynomials and the cancellation of integrals go 
through here again, as we have considered the cases where just differentiation (an even number 
of times) W.r.t. to one single component of the periodogram destroys the orthogonality condition 
(24). 
Then, the proof of the Theorem is complete. 
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